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U-shaped monuments in the badlands of northern Jordan
Deserts and badlands are not always as devoid of humans as one would expect. A good example is the Bilad ash Shayton, the Black Desert in the northeast
of Jordan, where already around 1920 military pilots sighted archaeological structures (Kennedy 2012). Researchers focussed inter alia on the so-called "wheels"
of which two were dated to 8.500 BP (Rollefson et al. 2016). Fig. 1 shows sketches
of wheels which were found near the Azraq Oasis; others were discovered in the
Wadi Wisad. In fact the entire string out of southern Syria, eastern Jordan, Saudi
Arabia, Yemen, Ethiopia and Kenya comprises these strange buildings. Examples from Syria shows fig. 2. The Black Desert monuments have close relations
to other stone works in Jordan including the U-shaped monuments.
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Fig.1 - Groundplans of
wheel-shaped geoglyphs
from the Azraq region,
Jordan. Compare the first
one with fig.7.
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Fig. 2 - Three wheelshaped monuments (GE
37SCS5814353078) from
southern Syria.
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Another aspect is the occupation of the badlands by Bedouins and the reign
of the Umayyad caliphate whose aristocracy built several "desert palaces". One
of these – near the region which we discuss here – is the Qaşr aţ-Ţūbah (Qasr
Tuba / fig. 3); unfortunately it is not preserved as well as other qasrs in Jordan.




Fig. 3 - Solitarily located in the desert: the uncompleted
clay brick buildings and ruins respectively of Qasr Tuba
in the Wādī al-Ghadaf, built 743 during the Caliph Walid
II era (photo: apaame.org).





Fig. 4 a/b/c/d - U-shaped monuments –
here with longish mound – are often
positioned in rows or opposite one
another (sketch: H.-J. Ulbrich 2016).

O

U-shaped monuments (USMs) can be found everywhere; in the Mediterranean periphery from the Canary Islands and the Sahara to the Near East and the
hinterland of the Black Sea. USM means here not an U-shaped arrangement of
buildings but a single entity. A common form shows fig. 4e; derived thereof are
hundreds of variations, combinations and fusions. So the wings can widen to
the outside ( ), run parallel ( ) or widen to the interior ( ). Closely related are the similar "horseshoe" ( ), "headphone" ( ), "keyhole" ( ), "sickle"
( ) and "diapason" ( ) monuments which all can be found in Jordan too. The
small mounds may have a longish, angular, oval or round form. Possible are also
mergers: oval double-USMs (
) and double-USMs strung parallel ( ).
To limit the region of research mainly the southern part of the Amman Governorate – east of Highway 15 (the "Desert Highway") and west of a line running
through the Qasr Tuba – was scanned for USMs (map p.38). This means that the
finds were made in more or less flat or unspectacular hilly terrain, with broadly
running wadis which are not always perceptible as valleys. The scarce vegetation – only used by herdsmen – adjusts to the desert- or steppe-typic conditions
of the former Ammonite and Moabite land. Some field-like, abandoned looking
structures amidst the wilderness – today also in the neighbourhood of modern
agricultural facilities – do not imply that they once were used farmerly (fig. 14).
Roughly there are tens of thousands of USMs on the territory of the Jordan kingdom. That USMs, usually consisting of stones or small debris (sometimes baked
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with soil or sand), are
definitely not the re
sult of the expensive
application of bulldozers yields in the
technical execution
 
)
of the USMs, their
geographic position,
their time of emer
gence, their big physical occurrence, their
amalgamation with
other USM versions

and their ambience
regarding datable adjacent monuments.
No farmer and no
&'  '   %'      - (.
public authority can
   /   01  2 © !"#   ' 3*
allow that the driver
of a bulldozer creates useless figures in the landscape during a payed job. Furthermore many special forms of USMs do not match the modern thinking of
bulldozer drivers and contractees alike. A prove for that are USMs in USMs
( ), round conic mounds ( ) and countless long alignments of USMs (figs.
4 a/b, 5, 7, 8, 11, 14, 18, 19, 21 and GE 37RBR3412428833) which f.i. can be
found also in the northern Black Sea region (fig. 6) – to refer to a European site.
The mentioned wheel-shaped monuments of the Black Desert are rare in the
region examined here. Nevertheless there is a giant "wheel" in the south of the
Amman province with a max. diameter of ca. 140 metres (fig.7); a closer look
reveals that the "spokes" ("rays" of a sun symbol would be better) and the outer
ring consist partly of small lined-up USMs. A local equivalent to the wheels
may therefore be the circles formed exclusively out of USMs (figs. 8/9).
The frequentness of USMs is quite different in Jordan: One can find in some
regions only 1-3 monuments per km² while in others there exist places where
over hundred of USMs are located close together (figs. 10, 14). This could be
the result of sufficiently available stone material, enough population density
(workforce) and the engagement of the local clan/tribe and its priesthood.
We can describe physically the U-shaped monuments, but regarding their
purpose and aim we know nearly nothing. Their construction is surely not a
( $
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Fig.6 - Row of USMs in southern Ukraine.

Fig.5 - U-shaped monuments of different size and execution lined-up across valleys and hills (GE
there can be found numerous additional rows. Considerably longer and more straight rows made-u
aim at a potentiated power of prayers. So many ancient geoglyphs are nothing else than worshipp
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37RBR4353800907). The arrows point to such rows. On neighbouring hills – beyond this cutout –
up of USMs are situated in the province of Zarqa (Jordan). Manifold sacred signs in the landscape
ping tellurian Gods and superior beings in the sky via stone monuments and geometric structures.
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Fig. 7 - A big wheel-shaped monument in the USM-region (GE 37RBQ4292670089). The lines
cross wadis and hills likewise. Its diameter is max. 140 m. Parts are made up of USM rows.

 
Fig. 8 - USMs arranged as circle (GE 37RBQ2358740705 / Kerak Province). Their mounds form
the outer ring of the construction (Ø 20 m). The center seems to comprise a betyl. It is technically
impossible that this is the work of a bulldozer. See also fig. 9. Large scale modern mining is
threatening and eliminating here highly interesting protohistoric and prehistoric evidence.

matter of mundane bread-and-butter measures. There is a vague hint that a fertility cult plays a role: USMs can be found together with longish structures which
enclose a straight trench or wall (fig. 9, 12 a/b). One is drawn to the conclusion
that the USM (and also a circle like the wheel) is a female monument – as in
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Fig. 9 - This circle comprises like the one in fig. 8 an outer ring formed by the mounds of USMs
(GE 37RBQ2624763755). But in the center there are two deepenings moulding a cross. The
upper penis-like structure is 50 m long (see also figs. 12 a/b).
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Fig. 10 - Over 100 small USMs at one place (GE 37RBQ1833097007); at the border of the field
some bigger USMs with more special forms (like type USM007). Read also legend for fig. 5.

fig.14 – and that the long structure is a masculine one (like fig.13). Some wheel
monuments may have a burial function (Gary Rollefson in Jarus 2015) what
could point to a reincarnation belief if the wheels have a female connotation.
A fertility cult would fit to the kind of prehistoric population of the region:
hunters and herdsmen who were interested in the abundance of wild animals
IC-Nachrichten 98 n 45

 

Fig. 11 - Around thirty small USMs combined with three bigger USMs in a rampart-like wall
(GE 37RBQ2719191706); 220 m long.
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Fig. 12a - A longish monument – perhaps a penis abstraction emphasizing the corpus cavernosum
[the trench line is in several other cases outside this region a wall] – with two more or less
damaged USMs. About 100 m long (GE 37RBQ3584188944).
Fig. 12b - Another long monument – with apparently no practical purpose [the trench cannot
collect water] – with two USMs. Around 140 m long (GE 37RBQ3391179797). See also fig. 9.
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Fig. 13 - A relatively clear penis geoglyph
from southern Syria; ca. 20 m long.

and the permanence of vegetation for their sheep and goats. The domestication
of the latter started around 10.000 BP in Iran, partly in the Jordan region too.
The bandwidth of USM versions is amazing (p. 48-53). All parts – mound and
wings – can adopt highly different forms. Frequent are combinations of USMs
which may be distinct in size and form; but docking to totally different structures is also widespread. There was obviously a liberal attitude regarding which
monuments and which execution of these is pleasing to God(s). We can also suppose a kind of competition among the tribes. Nevertheless there was a guiding
thread which connected the elements of this culture: the Nazca-like geometric
patterns ("streets", lines, "saw blades", rectangles, platforms etc), the round or
oblong ramparts, the accumulation of surface material (cairns and fields of them,
tumuli), the "wheels", circles and other concentric builds, the artificial meanders, the repetition and alignment concentrating at one place, the linking of different monuments and – as one of the main characteristics – the U-shaped monuments which can be found in practically every altitudinal zone.
RAF Flight Lt. Percy Maitland was informed by local Bedouins (Maitland 1927)
that the ancient monuments of the Black Desert were the "works of the old men"
what probably should mean that both were older than local traditions could define,
i.e. older than the Middle Ages. We cannot exclude that single USMs and related
monuments were built until Late Antiquity, dependant of the longevity of local
cults, but the origins lie probably in the advanced Neolithic and parts continued
until the Bronze Age, although this is speculative at the moment. How could exist
enough manpower to construct all the monuments and ritual avenues (one 88 km
long!) in Jordan? Who had the technical skill and the tools? Who cared for the
daily living? The changing dry/humid periods complicate an estimate. Anyway the
increasing aridification of the eastern deserts in Jordan lets doubt that there could
have been a population in Late Antiquity or early Middle Ages which was able to
erect this mass of religious structures; their original inventors are surely far older.
One perception about these creators is irrevocably certain: They loved geometric forms of all kind. Who were the Gods who were believed to estimate
such monuments too in this striking variety and number?
Literature (choice / starting on p. 54):
For the topic of this article, the U-shaped monuments in the Amman province,
there exists – as far as I know – no special literature; if there is one I kindly
ask the colleagues to give me a hint (hjulbrich@institutum-canarium.org). So
the citations offered here regard only the prehistoric settlement of the Black
Desert and its stone works, including the wheel-shaped monuments. The "Ushaped stone alignments" (Rowan et al. 2011) – I suppose – are no USMs.
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Fig. 14 - An area with over 140 U-shaped monuments (GE 37RBQ3338692373). Together with a small slott
other prehistoric monuments in Jordan – marked with white colour (limestone/chalk ?) which apparen
geoglyphs with "roads" and non-agricultural fields comprising small deepenings. In the center (arrow) the
point or tip marking. At the bottom of the picture there is one of the countless pre-Islamic ramparts/enclo
because often small USMs are integrated in their interior or – like here – in their walls. Other enclosures
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The USMs here are open
to southern directions,
opposite the sun.

ted trench in the middle they could easily be interpreted as vulva. The wings of the USMs are – like many
tly has been exploited at the same place. The USMs were constructed over an older layer of geometric
ere is a small round and probably conic accumulation without wings; it seems to have an artificial center
sures of the region. Their purpose seems not to be a shelter for herds because many have no entrance and
s are used or re-used respectively to save water – regardless whether constructed in our or ancient times.
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Fig. 21 - In total solitude (10 km straight-line distance to the next modern settlement): Ushaped monuments in various combinations (GE 37RBR4309628768). One can see also some
Nazca-like curves – which at first sight look like car tracks (two or three parallel traces) – and
several pseudo-pistes. But they start and stop in the nowhere and run over hedge and ditch.
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Figs. 22, 23, 24 - Nazca is greeting! This double-USM (GE 37RBR7599202208) whose two
sickles are connected by an over 6 km long double-line (emphasized by the author in fig. 22) is
beyond imagination. How could the creators keep the lines straight for this long distance? Fig.
23 shows the upper or northeastern end; fig. 24 shows the lower or southwestern end. The
USMs and lines are elevated what brings to mind that the whole structure is not a race course.
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